
Introduction to the Cultural Revolution

● Mao began to fear that the Chinese Communist Party(CCP) was 
becoming too bureaucratic and planners were losing faith in  
communism.

● Students started to criticize CCP members.
● The Red Guard were encouraged to destroy the “four olds” - old 

customs, old habits, old cultural, and old thinking.
      - Many of chinas temples, valuable works of art, and buildings were 
damaged.
-Verbal and physical attacks were made on authority figures, including 
but not limited to teachers, Communist Party members, education 
supervisors, neighbors, friends, relatives and even their parents.    

● The Cultural Revolution ended a shortly after Mao died.   
 



overview of the cultural revolution

● Students were used to move the cultural 
revolution forward.

● It was a hard time for teachers, land 
owners, and peole from the party because 
the red gaurd would attack teachers, ect.

● The start of the cultural revolution was to 
keep up the momentum for change.



Chronology of the PRC under Mao

1949: Communists defeat nationalists

1951: CCP is established

1959: Great Leap Forward fails. The communists criticize Mao for his support 
of the campaign.

1966: The Cultural Revolution begins and gives Mao a way to attack his 
political opponents and re-invigorate China.

1969: New party constitution is drafted, now most of Mao’s political enemies 
have been eliminated



Morning Sun video

● Propaganda glorified Communist China and made the past seem as 
bad as possible

● “Mao Tse-tung’s thought” was upheld as a weapon and principle
● Started a Cultural Revolution to strengthen Communist politics
● Made young people the center of the Cultural Revolution
● Take away independent thought- everyone part of the machine
● Used propaganda and rallies to stir up pro-revolutionary feelings 

and make people even more loyal to Mao
● The Red Guard was a self formed group of students supported by 

Mao after they were accused of being rightist
● Red Guard used violence against those with “bad backgrounds”
● Tried to Destroy “Four olds”



The Sixteen Points

The Sixteen Points of the 
Cultural Revolution were 
more like “guidelines” than 
actual rules. However, they 
did play a role in giving 
chinese youth direction in 
their endeavors to topple 
authority. 



The Sixteen Points (cont.)

The Sixteen Points of the cultural revolution 
highlighted the needs to:
● Get rid of ALL capitalist “intrusion” in China
● Destroy traditional China
● Build permanent “Groups, Committees, and 

Congresses” of the cultural revolution with 
general elections to overhaul Chinese society



Chinese Propaganda Posters

● 1949 - Posters focused on building a new country.
● Late 1950s posters were focused on collectivization of agriculture.
● Since Mao didn’t like individualization, he forced poster designers to 

work together or not at all. Even then some people worked anonymously.
● “ Often painted in a certain style that combines heavy contours with 

carefully shaded colours.” 
● propaganda posters accepted until the end of the Cultural revolution.  
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“The East is Red”

● Propaganda song used to promote Mao’s 
image

● Played everywhere at dawn and dusk
● Students had to sing in unison when the 

song came on
● Chinese National Anthem



“The East is Red”

● The “East is Red” was the de facto National 
Anthem during the Cultural Revolution.

● The songs were to motivate the poor and 
lower class citizens to rise up and follow 
Mao Zedong on creating a perfect future.

 



Students Attacks against teachers: The revolution of 1966 

● The summer of 1966, in all 91 schools, eight educators were beaten to death 
by students. In some cases teachers were gravely injured and some 
committed suicide from the emotional scars.

● On August 5th 1966, students from the girls middle school attach to the 
Beijing Teachers University started beating the black gang, a group of three 
vice principals and two deans. Many other students joined in the humiliation 
and torture of the school officials. All were seriously injured including one 
death which was the first educator death of the Cultural Revolution. 

● Attacks on campus weren’t reported because the media supported the Red 
Guards.

● While the violence of 1966 went unmentioned, in 1979 the chinese media 
slowly started mentioning newer victims. This publicity was about either 
important people or choice common people who were seen as pillars of 
strength against the “gain of four.” The teachers from before were not even 
mentioned.

   



Students Attacks against teachers: The revolution of 1966 

● Those connected or belonging to rich peasant families/landlords suffered 
violent persecution from their peers in the red guard (humiliation, threats, 
torture, imprisonment) 

● These students and teachers were ridiculed and beaten in public  affairs called 
struggle meetings

● Jails were set up in schools where teachers were imprisoned for months
● Some teachers and students were driven to suicide by the Red Guard

-The main reasons for the formation of the Red Guard  and their acts of violence

● Mao decided the educational system & educators should be the target of the 
cultural revolution

● Mao sent letters praising and encouraging the Red Guard
● Attacks by the Red Guard were considered revolutionary action
● The large groups helped to fuel the violence



Long Live the Great Proletarian 

Cultural Revolution Article
● Article released in 1966 pushing people to eliminate “rightist” 

influence within the party
● Used Repetition to push the message of the article
● Pushed “Mao Tse-tung’s thought” to legitimize and support the 

message
● Talks about “5 talismans” pushed by rightists and how to counter them
● “Opening wide”, “Construction before destruction”, “Opposing Left 

Scholar tyrants”, “Purely Academic discussion”, and “Everybody is 
equal before the truth.”



Long Live the Great Proletarian 

Cultural Revolution Article
● the article was about how to get rid of “Rightists” within the Communist Party
● Wrote about 5 “talismans” to protect bourgeois representatives: “opening wide”, 

“construction before destruction”, “opposing left scholar-tyrant”, “purely 
academic discussion”, and “everyone is equal before the truth”, “everyone has 
his share of erroneous statements” and “it is all a muddle”. (last 3 is grouped 
together)

● for the people of China to recognize them, is to follow Chairman Mao.
● the article really praised Chairman Mao.
● the article explains that the Cultural Revolution is beneficial to China because it 

will help discover who will win the ideology battle between the proletariat and 
bourgeoisie 



● BBC Summarizes the cultural revolution, it skims the surface of the problems and uses harsh 
words towards Maos ideals.    

● “Thinking back, I think we were brainwashed.”- former Red Guard member  
● 1977- 11th party congress, considers “Cultural Revolution” over. With the arrest of the “Gang 

of Four”
● “Gang of Four” were the four leaders right behind Mao in the chain of command. 

    

Cultural Revolution (BBC) - TAD ISHIKAWA 



University of Washington: Cultural 

Revolution
● the Great Leap weakened Mao’s role in the Communist Party and people started 

to form against him.
● Mao removed hidden enemies and other intellectual groups from the Communist 

Party.
● Mao wanted the Cultural Revolution to last forever with an unending class 

struggle.
● Mao wanted to remove the Four Olds—old ideas, old culture, old customs, and old 

habitats. 
● Mao wanted Communist ideology to influence education, art, and literature. 
● Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing, controlled the cultural production of China. 
● Qing’s ideas from the eight “Model Operas” were applied to all forms of art. 
● Millions of youth students were sent to work in the countryside because Mao 

believed this would create a new society with no social classes. 



In China, Feudal Answers for Rural Problems

● Mao’s plan after he established the People’s Republic of China 
was to remove all traces of the “feudal” society that preceded it

● Campaigned to destroy the four olds - thought, culture, customs 
& habit 

● After Mao’s death and under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping the 
4 olds became suddenly treasured

● formerly criticized “feudal” practices have become favored 
management techniques of the communist officials

● Social Unrest caused by pollution, corruption, and income 
inequality has been soothed by feudal techniques

● Chinese citizens have become protective of “the four olds”



How Mao Became a Hipster Icon

● “In that period, all the emotion and passion 
are really rich”

● Not selling items to remind them of the 
famine and death of the Cultural 
Revolution, but to remind them of a time 
before consumerism and cheap goods



Voices of the Cultural Revolution

●  Education in Rural areas greatly increased during the Cultural Revolution
● Education in Rural areas increased from less than 100 high school 

graduates a year in a single county during 1960 to more than 10000 high 
school graduates a year in 1970 in a single commune  

● There were more public schools in Rural areas, resulting in less 
selectivity and schools being available to children who have illiterate 
and/or are poor parents

● The people living in Rural areas does not need to find jobs in urban cities 
due to increased production as a result of the better education



Voices of The Cultural Revolution

● The Propaganda Team were people organized by the Red Guard to spread 
maoist ideals through songs and poetry as well as current news to the 
less informed people and also to help with the community such as 
sanitation

● Women were given more rights such as divorce rights and equal 
inheritance during the Cultural Revolution

● Women were encouraged to be less feminine and more militant
● The Government abandoned Confucian principles due to it preaching 

social inequaliy
● Polygamy, child brides and the concept of “Illegitimate Children” are 

banned, along with prostitution, concubinage, and drug problems


